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Assignment: Collaborative Data Aggregator with Java 
Servlets

Important

Read the entire assignment before you start!
Submit a zip file (500Kb max.) including:

A text file with ASCII, ISO LATIN-1, ISO LATIN-15 or UTF-8 text describing your solution
and containing a link to your solution running on tarantula, marked up as a HTML href.

1.

A diagram documenting your object oriented design. 2.
An XML DTD for your XML data format and an example XML file conforming to this DTD.3.
All source code files to your application (including graphics, CSS, XSLT, JSP, and Java
sources).

4.

Leave your application where it is until after you have obtained a final grade for this
assignment. 

Introduction

Your task in this assignment consists of building a web-based aggregator.

A web-based aggregator is a program that fetches data from several web-based data sources (such as
RSS-feeds, but not necessarily limited to that type!), transforms and aggregates the fetched data into a
suitable internal data representation format (XML) and presents the results to the user for additional
selection and/or processing.

Your application will let users specify sources for data they are interested in, then present this data, and let
users select which items they actually want to see. The twist for this aggregator is that it will support
collaborative filtering, not unlike recommendation systems as seen on sites such as Amazon.com. This
basically means that the order in which items are presented to the user depends on the popularity of the
item amongst the whole set of users.

Your application should provide at least the following four screens.

A screen where a user can enable and disable data sources to build a (personalised) set of data
sources he or she is interested in. Enabling/disabling data sources is supported by showing a list of
data sources the system knows about, and allowing the user to select a subset of that list.
Furthermore, the user should be able to add new data sources, either by giving a URL, or by
uploading a file. Uploaded files are considered private data sources, but the data in them is counted 
for collaborative filtering. URL based data sources are public; these appear on the data source
selection screen of other users as well and are, of course, also counted for collaborative filtering.

1.

A screen where the system presents a (personalised) summary list of items, taken from the currently
enabled data sources, based on certain ordering rules. The purpose of this summary list is to let the
user select items for later viewing. To accomodate this, only the titles of the items should be shown
in this list. Also: showing all items at once can quickly lead to huge webpages, making the
aggregator impossible to use. Therefore, the summary list should only show the top 50 items (in
total) from the currently enabled data sources. This top 50 list must be ordered and build according
to the following algorithm:

Fetch the items and create two groups: the first one with items that have not been presented to
the user for selection (for later viewing) and the second one with items that have been
presented for selection. Items within the first group should end up in your list above items
within the second group, regardless of further ordening within each group (see below).

1.

2.
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Within the second resulting group, create two subgroups: the first one with items that have
not yet been shown (in full text) to this user and the second one with items that have been
shown to this user. (Note that it doesn't make sense to create two subgroups for the first main
group, as an item that has never been presented could never have beeen shown.) Items within
the first subgroup should end up in your list above items within the second subgroup, 
regardless of further ordening within the subgroups (see below).

2.

Within each of the two resulting subgroups and the first main group, order the items on the 
basis of how many times they were seen (in full text), by all users (this is the collaborative
filtering functionality!). Items that were seen more frequently should end up within each 
subgroup above items that were seen less frequently. If there's a conflict (i.e. two or more
items were seen an equal number of times), order the conflicting items according to their date
and time. Newer items should end up above older items. Items without a date should end up
below items with a date.

3.

Limit the output to 50 items.4.
In the summary list, the user should be able to select items for later viewing by clicking on the title
of the item. This should not show the item, but rather add the item to the list of selected items. The
summary list should subtly highlight those items that were selected by the user for later viewing.
Furthermore, the summary list should also visually differentiate between items that have already
been presented for selection, and items that are completely new to the user. Also show the number
of times an item was seen (in full text) by all users, its date and other relevant data.
A screen where the system presents the (personalised) list of items selected by the user for later
viewing. Again, only the titles of the items should be shown in this screen. Limit the size of the list
to 50 items, ordered by selection date and time (most recent on top). Note that this list is not
necessarily a subset of the before mentioned summary list of items, as the summary list of items
may change much faster than this list. (But note that any item in this list, has once been presented to
the user in the summary list of items for selection.)

3.

A screen where the user can read an actual item in full text. This screen is shown if the user clicks
on an item in the list of items selected by the user for later viewing. From within this full text
screen, it should be possible to navigate to the next or previous item in the list of items selected by
the user for later viewing.

4.

When a user enters the aggregator, he or she is greeted with the screen that displays the list of items
selected by the user for later viewing. If the user is new to the aggregator, he or she should be directed to
the screen where data sources can be enabled / disabled to make an initial selection. At all times, a user
can navigate between the first three screens. The fourth screen is available only from within the third
screen. And of course, the fourth screen should also enable users to navigate to the other three screens
(and the next and previous selected item, as mentioned above).

The use of the word screen doesn't mean that we want you to open separate windows for each of these
main functionalities of the application. Feel free to design your own user-interface, as long as each of
these functionalities is clearly recognisable (be it in separate pages, widgets, webparts, windows, etc. or -
even - frames (if you really want to...)). Especially the fourth screen could conveniently be presented to 
the user on the same page as the third screen (hey, it might even be the same XHTML source with expand
/ collapse functionality... :-).

We've made a very simple mock-up of the required screens, just to help you understand their interaction 
and the text of this assignment, the workflow and the ordering algorithm. Note that the mock-up is both
functionally as well as visually very simple. Consider it to be just an "artist impression" of a data
aggregator, not necessarily the target for this assignment!

The aggregator should allow for at least two types of data source:

RSS feeds.1.
iTunes music database.2.
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In Milestone 3 of the PHP assignment you have already seen RSS feeds. The iTunes music database is a
flattened array of data in Apple's Property List format. Information about this format is available below.

Of course, your application should be user friendly and robust, which we will take to mean that any fool
should be able to use it, and no fool should be able to break it. This means that you at the very least have
to validate all your input (including the RSS you get from the web!), and that you have to give good
feedback (when a URL seems unavailable if first entered into the aggregator, the user should be informed,
and given the possibility to edit the URL provided, e.g.). Furthermore, your application should degrade
gracefully, meaning, amongst others, that if you cannot get to a data source that you have been able to get
data from previously, you should simply ignore that datasource for some time.

Note that we don't require the implementation and use of log-in facilities, a user-database, roles and user
maintenance functionality, manual list maintenance functionality, data source deletion, etc. You may
implement these if you feel like it, but it's certainly not required.

Additional information

Technologies to use

You will use Java Servlets and Java Server Pages to implement the aggregator. To that end we have
installed Tomcat 5 on tarantula.students.cs.uu.nl. Furthermore, you are supposed to use XSLT to facilitate
your work. Xalan 2.4.1, Xerces 2.2.1 and Xerces2 2.6.2 are provided to deal with XML and XSLT.

You should define your own XML data format to (temporarily) store aggregated data from the data
sources. This means that you should create a suitable DTD for this purpose. You should use XSLT to
transform the data from the data sources into an XML structure that conforms to your DTD. You should
also use XSLT to transform this XML structure to XHTML for presentation purposes. Note that the
required use of XML and XSLT is thus limited to the screen showing the summary list of items. If you
want to or need to use XML/XSLT anywhere else in this assignment, please feel free to do so.

You may use the PostgreSQL database you used for the PHP assignments, using JDBC. If you choose not
to, you will have to store the data in inside your servlet. The data will then be erased every time you restart
your application. Note that in both cases you will need a suitable object structure to contain your data, so
that you have easy access to it.

Servlets

We have provided a template structure on which you can build. Download the zip file and unpack it in
your public_html directory. Be careful though if you already have an index.html: the unpacking process
will want to overwrite it. Furthermore, unpacking the zip file will create a WEB-INF subdirectory of your
public_html directory. This must be a direct subdirectory of your public_html directory to let the Tomcat
server find your servlet.

After unpacking you should change the occurences of the word sjabloon in the file index.html to your 
user name.

After having unpacked the template, you need to inform Tomcat that you now in fact do have an
application in your home directory. Go to the script to restart your application and type in your username. 
Clicking submit will then restart your application. The script should return OK - Started
application at context path /username (where username is your username). If it doesn't,
something is wrong.

Your newly started application can be found at
http://tarantula.students.cs.uu.nl:8080/yourusername/index.html. Once
again, replace yourusername with your own user name.
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The application should show a greeting and two links. The pages reachable from both links should display
the text Hello Internet programming world!. One of the two should also display the current time.

The template contains the following files:

hello.jsp
A sample Java Server Page

index.html
A simple HTML page with a link to both a Java Server Page and a Servlet

WEB-INF
A subdirectory containing:
web.xml

The deployment descriptor for your application.
classes

The subdirectory with the Java class files that make up your application.
classes/Hello.class

The single class file that we have provided. It is not in a package, but your code should be.
classes/Hello.java

The source code to the Hello World servlet

You are expected to add your own application alongside the Hello World servlet. This implies changing
your web.xml. Changes to your web.xml are detected automatically. This can take some time,
unfortunately, but you can speed up the process by using the script to restart your application.

To compile a servlet you need to add a Java archive containing the servlet interface to your classpath. You
can easily download the servlet interface archive, put it somewhere on your own account and add that
location to the CLASSPATH. You can also use Forte4j or Eclipse, which contain their own copies of the
servlet interface.

Property Lists

Apple's Property Lists are XML files conforming to the Property List DTD. They can contain many
different kinds of data. More information is available from Apple's Property List Programming Guide.

For your convenience we provide you with a sample iTunes music database. You may ofcourse also use
your own!

Note that you will have to figure out a way of identifying tracks in iTunes music databases from multiple
users. You can not use either the Track ID or the Persistent ID present in the iTunes music database.

Useful links

Tomcat 5 documentation
Servlet API documentation (HttpSession,...)
A Servlet tutorial at Sun
More on Servlets at the main Java site
General Java API documentation


